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Abstract
The logic of ‘time’ in modern capitalist society appears to be a fixed concept. Time dictates human
activity with a regularity, which as long ago as 1944, George Woodcock referred to as The Tyranny
of the Clock. Seventy years on, Hartmut Rosa suggests humans no longer maintain speed to achieve
something new, but simply to preserve the status quo, in a ‘social acceleration’ that is lethal to
democracy. Political engagement takes time we no longer have, as we rush between our virtual
spaces and ‘non-places’ of higher education. I suggest it is time to confront the conspirators that,
in partnership with the clock, accelerate our social engagements with technology in the context of
learning. Through Critical Discourse Analysis I reveal an alarming situation if we do not. With
reference to Bauman’s Liquid Modernity, I observe a ‘lightness’ in policy texts where humans have
been ‘liquified’ Separating people from their own labour with technology in policy maintains the
flow of speed a neoliberal economy demands. I suggest a new ‘solidity’ of human presence is
required as we write about networked learning. ‘Writing ourselves back in’ requires a commit-
ment to ‘be there’ in policy and provide arguments that decelerate the tyranny of time. I am,
though, ever-mindful that social acceleration is also of our own making, and there is every pos-
sibility that we actually enjoy it.
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Introduction
In 1944, George Woodcock (1912–1995) the Canadian anarchist, poet, literary critic and
historian wrote The Tyranny of the Clock. Quoting Lewis Mumford, he described the clock
as the ﬁrst automatic machine to attain any importance in people’s lives. Once sunrise,
sunset or trickling sand provided a craftsperson with inexact indications of the passing of
time. Human labour, and a person’s interaction with their tools, was not measured through
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precise, time-delimited mechanisms, but experienced individually. Physical work accom-
plished was a measure in itself, our material engagement clearly indicating what had been
achieved, rather than simply the passing of a length of time. In modern society, the clock
(now existing in many physical and virtual forms) dictates human movements and inhibits
our actions more potently than any individual exploiter or machine (Woodcock, 1944). In
capitalism, an emphasis on quantity, in exchange for human labour with technologies, rather
than quality, has brought about a slavish dependence on mechanical time, as a social norm
where people speed up even their responses to their own education.
Humans seem to have turned time into a commodity measured by the spaces of a clock
dial, ‘to be bought and sold like soap or sultanas’ (Woodcock, 1944). Woodcock’s observa-
tions on tyranny in industrial society paint a dismal view, where the tired worker has become
a ‘clock-watcher’ who escapes the monotony and regulation of work only to ‘kill time’ in
other mechanised forms of enjoyment (Woodcock, 1944). Writing at a time when industrial
productivity was still eﬀectively regulated through Fordism, we might wonder whether
Woodcock’s observations on the clock still hold relevance for our networked lives in a digital
society and indeed for networked forms of learning in higher education. We have since seen
post-industrial countries deregulate economic life, reduce the role of the state and open trade
to global market ﬂows (Cohen and Kennedy, 2013: 72). In this new neoliberal form of the
capitalist economy we now dwell in spaces of ‘networked individualism’ that are no longer
tied to workplaces, universities or home-time space boundaries (Wellman, 2001). Yet Sherry
Turkle, in her book Alone Together, argues that technology still proposes itself as ‘the
architect of our intimacies’. Overwhelmed by the volume of tasks and sheer velocity in
our lives, we turn to technology to help us ﬁnd time as we resort to texting each other
instead of meeting (Turkle, 2011). Therefore, despite economic, technological and social
transformations, the spaces of a clock continue to regulate our human spaces via our
mobile phones. Such changes have impact too on our gathering in physical places, for
technological learning in higher education.
Despite new communication possibilities, our experience of time still appears to be more
decided and ﬁxed than perhaps it should be. The clock still dictates the pace in a
digital present that has replaced the industrial past, and the future comes next. . .Or does
it? If we succumb too much to such a linear chronological order, as a form of historical
determinism, we take the position that modern life (and indeed modern technology) should
be emancipated from the ‘dead hand’ of its own history and politics (Bauman, 2000). Our
contemporary social system begins to ‘lose its capacity to retain its own past’ (Jameson,
1992: 179). Connections to what has gone before appear to become severed. This is a dan-
gerous position given technology is a distinctive feature of modernity (Marcuse, 1964).
We may ‘begin’ from a deterministic assumption that technology, as a neutral tool, has
enhanced learning (Bayne, 2014), but this is a problematic and unconsidered presumption,
based on the expectation of an ‘exchange value’ for learning from technology (Hayes and
Bartholomew, 2015).
Scholars in Science and Technology Studies (STS), such as Langdon Winner, argue our
technologies are not neutral, but instead they contain sets of beliefs that are dialectical with
the capitalist society we inhabit, for example that power should be centralised, good things
unevenly allocated and people’s lives open to surveillance and scrutiny (Winner, 1993: 288).
We need to retain awareness of the values that constitute the items we use, as even now in
higher education, we continue to subordinate technology, to further regulation and exploit-
ation of our labour time.
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Social acceleration
Seventy years on from the writing of Woodcock, Hartmut Rosa, in his book called Social
Acceleration (2013), makes the following two points that seem relevant in relation to
university policy and human practices in the networked realm of educational technology.
Firstly, Rosa suggests humans maintain speed simply to preserve the status quo (Rosa,
2013). In this article I ask: if we are maintaining speed in higher education primarily to
preserve what we currently have, then should we not pause to take a closer look at what that
‘status quo’ is. . .if of course we have the time? We need to confront how we currently value
time in academia before we can begin to imagine alternatives. Secondly, Rosa argues
social acceleration is lethal to democracy, as a structural necessity to which humans must
constantly re-orient themselves (Rosa, 2013). Democracy is time-consuming and humans no
longer have time. Yet in education policy (and by association, educational technology
policy), as a moral and political practice, we need to ﬁnd time to prepare students to
engage in critical thought on how higher education might contribute to the quality of demo-
cratic public life.
This involves furthering staﬀ and student understanding of ways that technologies, in the
broadest sense (texts, devices, spaces, organisations) may either contribute to a rapid de-
humanisation of learning and academic life, or alternatively help us to rediscover why an
interest in politics, time, technology and policy (together) matters for learning. Therefore,
retaining perspective on what has gone before, as well as what is up ahead, is necessary to
avoid mistaking technology as something neutral and separate from the politics that brought
it into our lives and human learning contexts. We need to avoid the temptation to dissolve
whatever ‘solids’ persist over time, looking towards a new more ‘liquid modernity’ (Bauman,
2000), seeking an ever-faster technological future, and accelerating our pace to get there.
Compression of time and space has implications for how we experience the present
(including our capacity for critical and reﬂexive learning), because we can now encompass
places once thought to be at a considerable spatial, and therefore temporal, distance (Currie,
2007). Perhaps people now experience time diﬀerently in virtual environments. If so, could
this lead to new, less linear conceptions of time and technology, where the present informs us
on the past even as we anticipate possible futures? This is possible, unless there are condi-
tions at play that constantly prevent this.
Technological devices take many forms
Taking the concerns of Woodcock and more recent ideas from Rosa (2013), I will ﬁrstly,
examine some restrictions that social acceleration (and its conspirators in diﬀerent structural
forms) place on humans developing their own sphere of ‘resonance’ for networked learning.
By ‘conspirators’ I refer to all manner of objects, practices, devices, texts, forms of organ-
isation and even drugs and substances that I understand as technologies we may depend
upon in order to manage our busy lives on less sleep and continue to postpone our tiredness.
By ‘resonance’ I refer to a more positive reverberation, or sense of harmony, we experience
through a connection with someone, or something. This leads to an interest and engagement
that intrigues us to the extent that the spaces on a clock dial seem to lose their sense of
urgency. By ‘networked learning’ I refer to the developing, and maintaining, of connections
(over time) with people and all manner of ‘things’, for communicating in ways that support
one another’s learning (Jones and Steeples, 2002).
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Secondly, with reference to some examples from a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) that
was undertaken to examine UK policy language about educational technology, I will dem-
onstrate why our slavish dependence on mechanical time should not be viewed in isolation
from other aspects of higher education within our political neoliberal economy. I raise
concern about the way in which university policies for educational technology have been
written in recent years. Conﬁgurations of statements about what ‘the use of technology’ can
achieve, by their linear (often naı¨ve) forms of expectation, serve to reinforce a culture of
acceleration that values eﬃcient technological processes over human academic labour. I link
my observations about policy language with Bauman’s concept in Liquid Modernity of
‘melting the solids’ (Bauman, 2000). I argue that particular textual formations in educational
technology policy documents have enabled some rather limiting ideas about technology for
learning to ‘ﬂow’, ‘spill’ and ‘ﬂood’ through universities, their ‘lightness’ or ‘weightlessness’
making it easier for them to travel at speed (Bauman, 2000).
Finally, through three concepts from Currie (2007), time–space compression, recontextua-
lisation and archive fever, I explore how we might treat our emphasis on pressure from time
rather diﬀerently, in an educational technology context and indeed the wider academy.
These thoughts are intended to invite broader discussion on how policy and strategy for
educational technology might be re-written to hold a resonance for those it concerns.
A starting point would be to honestly and openly acknowledge our anxieties about time
in respect of human technological learning. We might draw attention to the reality that it is
still within the richness and limitations of human labour (not technology alone) that we
support student learning. These academic activities are not constructed through linear, time-
limited processes, but are organic, reﬂexive and dialectical with our other aspects of life.
Conspirators with the clock
There are now many new conspirators working with the clock that help to reinforce our
enslavement to time, whether at work, study or at home. Indeed our online dwelling spaces
are no longer separated, as they once were for the craftsperson, who knew (by indication
from the sun) when it was time to ‘down tools’. Furthermore, our virtual work is not so
readily noticed as our physical labour once was. Virtual reality stays open for business day
and night, never warning us (through sunrise, or sunset) that we might need to rest.
Our information and communication technologies render it possible to be ‘always on’
(Gregg, 2013). Thus, our mobile devices and tablets help tighten a grip on us, as we check
them with repetitive regularity during classes, meetings and even family dinners. Emails are
textual tyrants that arrive indelibly stamped with a date and a time, awaiting response. Skype
is there in the background reminding us of who else is online and timing our calls; thus, the
clock is ticking (ticking us oﬀ, we may imagine) until we reply and set a new temporal
challenge for each recipient of our own endless messages. . .. These observations have impli-
cations for understanding human learning in contemporary society, both on and oﬄine, not
as over a duration, but tightly packed into measurable ‘lengths’, rather like a set of processes
that machines might conduct in sequence. It is rather less like the time required for develop-
ing human thought and related politics, connected with experience and material things, in
diﬀerent learning contexts, with compassion and emotion.
In the built world too, humans now encounter designs in the material culture of the city
that hurry them along. Mike Davis described the destruction of public space, where modern
urban renewal is so ‘inhospitable’ that it prevents people remaining anywhere long enough
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for structures to resonate with them. Public facilities are shrinking in a pattern that is
replicated across cities (Davis, 1990: 226). For example, bus shelters now have minimal,
cylindrical seats that support the briefest of pauses. Security cameras time how long we
spend looking in the window of a store, or walking along a street. We ﬁnd that within insti-
tutions there are no longer staﬀrooms available for informal conversations. Who would
honestly have time to meet in them anyway, except to make a coﬀee and hastily return to
our digital labour? Similarly, the lecture theatres in universities once designed for mass
gatherings are now sparsely populated, as students elect to attend infrequently and instead
connect through devices remotely. There is a sense of loss though too of an ‘event’ that is not
so easily reconstituted online. The commitment to ‘be there’ (to be physically present) and
share a resonance with other humans is ebbing away in many parts of life. This is reﬂected,
as I will demonstrate later, even in how we write policy – by eﬀectively writing ourselves out
of that space too.
Human spaces and places
Marc Auge´ referred to ‘space’ as a more abstract concept than ‘place’. ‘Place’ refers to an
event (which has taken place), whilst we may discuss space in terms of ‘the space of a week’
(Auge´, 1995). Auge´ brings to our attention the notion of ‘non-places’, which are still mean-
ingful spaces in modernity, but are more like transit points (Auge´, 1995). The examples of
non-places we encounter in modern life are endless because they are constantly reconstituted
(hotel chains, airport lounges, retail outlets and wireless networks are but a few). Yet these
are not necessarily recontextualised to help us retain connections with things that have gone
before. History has no place here and neutrality, not familiarity, is encouraged. Below I draw
some parallels with these non-places, as I ﬁnd in policy language a similar neutrality.
Humans are not encouraged to be present in these texts as they bring baggage with them.
They take up space, ask questions, refer to history and context, they cause congestion within
documents, slowing down the slick processes achieved by technology. Even in virtual reality
people must keep moving. The website I favoured yesterday has already vanished, just like
the shop on the high street I visited only last week. These analogies share a common factor:
the spaces of a clock dial are dictating the lengths of time in which we get to dwell in any of
our human spaces, or non-places. People cannot remain long, if space has gone, they must
move on, and on, and on.
Academic acceleration
Returning now to acceleration in the workplace of academia, it is not only the rooms in our
university buildings that have lost familiarity. Our educational systems and technologies,
and even the staﬀ who support these, change rapidly around us. Once we chatted with
support staﬀ to develop teaching activities with technologies, now we consult with ‘enhance-
ment’ oﬃcers who have written into their very titles the ‘time is money’ philosophy that
technology enhances learning. Consequently, we may struggle to ﬁnd a sphere of resonance
in our surroundings or systems. We are told the use of technology has enhanced our teaching
and learning, but there is little time to explore this philosophically, when one enhancement
strategy subsumes another before we have had time to read it (Hayes, 2014). During the
1990s hope and promise was evident in postmodern theories for educational technology,
where ‘deep subjects’ and ‘complexity’ were explored. Instead of simply seeing educational
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technology as a study in how to improve teaching and learning, it was examined as an art
form, as texts and media. The educational technologist was compared to a ﬁlm, art or
television critic and the history of this rich ﬁeld of work was linked with semiotics and
critical pedagogy (Yeaman et al., 1996). In the 1991 text Paradigms Regained, 26 scholars
sought to link critical theories with the broad rubric of educational technology (Hlynka
and Belland, 1991). Yet we seem to have ﬁlled any pauses in time we might now use to
discuss these. As a consequence, these critical conversations seemed to lose all momentum.
I question below how this came about and whether there are clues in the policy language
written to direct our performance at greater speed in higher education. It seems that such
documents may play their part too, as conspirators with the clock.
Workflows continue without our physical presence
Once papers took time to reach us by post and memos were physical scripts to ponder over.
Our strategies in universities now move more quickly than ever before, bringing tasks for us
to attend to, whether we are there or not to receive them. They dwell on web pages we
have no time to locate and travel via email at a speed we cannot keep pace with. Not being
physically seated in the workplace is no excuse not to respond, for the clock is always
ticking. The policies of modern universities, supported by the aﬀordances of information
technologies, have set the clock to tick to the pace of ‘emergency as rule’ (Thrift, 2000). The
emergency route of metrics and endless audits to measure eﬃciency is in turn skilful at
concealing the many ‘hidden injuries of neo-liberal academia’ (Gill, 2009). Policy continually
inﬂicts upon us contradictions in government business models for higher education, where
inspirational individuals must manage overﬂowing workloads (Warner, 2014).
Gill describes academic exhaustion, stress, overload, anxiety and feelings of ‘out-of-place-
ness’, as aﬀective embodied experiences that seem to be silenced in the public spaces of the
academy (Gill, 2009). She refers to ‘the requirement to do more with less’, citing the regular
memos that always require additional commitments (Gill, 2009). Yet, rarely do we count
seriously among the conspirators who keep us running on an accelerated academic treadmill,
the endless documents, the texts themselves, that sit innocently on shelves in academic
oﬃces, online, hyperlinked to others, occupying emails and of course, archived.
Everything nowadays is archived, because of course we might need it. Endless photos,
videos of every talk ever given, collections of teaching resources, which are of course
reusable, so we must retain them. Few people have time though to stop and search for
something they might reuse from these collections. Yet, collectively, these material things
embody not only exhortations of ‘exchange value’, to achieve more in a shorter space of time
via technology, but they narrowly structure within words our very approaches for doing so.
Sleep represents a pause
On reﬂection, this behaviour bears little resemblance to the rhythmic life of a natural being.
The practice of ‘sleep hacking’, for example, has emerged with an associated industry of
books and coaching, which aid people to manage their busy lives on just three to ﬁve hours
sleep per night (Lambert, 2014). Such practices, alongside the use of ‘smart drugs’ (such as
Ritalin and Modaﬁnil sourced through the Internet), favoured as ‘performance enhancers’ to
retain alertness and postpone tiredness, are used increasingly by university students and even
amongst faculty staﬀ (Beardsworth, 2013). Here we ﬁnd technologies in the form of drugs
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and techniques supporting our enslavement to the clock, in attempts to extend our labour
but does this extend, or limit, human capacity to eﬀect change? Sleep is of course interesting
to contemplate as ‘an enclave outside the existing global order’ (Crary, 2013: 137). As a
form of release from acceleration it is a place where a future without capitalism might even
be rehearsed. It is a form of time that leads us elsewhere than to the things we own, or are
told we need and ‘it aﬃrms the necessity of postponement’ in our lives of a waiting, of a
pause (Crary, 2013: 139). These are reminders that are worth retaining when the pace of
turnover now demanded from us in universities conspires against any form of resonance
for learning more deeply through our technologies, even in the very place where learning
traditionally has been conducted. Yet when something actually resonates with us, it is more
than simply a frequency of messages: it strikes a chord to deepen our tacit engagement and
input. This has a rhythm of its own and has little to do with the ticking of time or the spaces
on a clock dial. It is diﬀerent also from a rhythmic snoring or breathing we might fall into
during sleep, because it enriches our understanding, as we become attuned to a concept,
rather than simply tuned into the passing of time and movement through a non-place.
Critical questions arise, and these may take us backwards in time, as well as forwards.
Perhaps what we discover changes what has gone before, to break the linear direction of
our accelerated lives. How we deﬁne our approach in university policy for educational
technology can reveal the values we place in modern society on both technology and
human learning, through a scrutiny of language. Whilst this is just one approach, it
oﬀers a concrete means to confront ideological expressions about the role of technological
mechanisms in our lives (Fairclough, 2007; Graham, 2002; Hayes, 2015; Hayes and
Bartholomew, 2015).
Confronting textual tyrants through Critical Discourse Analysis
In response to Rosa’s ﬁrst point, that our social acceleration simply maintains the status
quo, I brieﬂy refer to some of my ﬁndings from a recent CDA of educational technology
policy texts (Hayes, 2015). I link these with theory from Marx concerning ‘exchange value’
(Marx, 1867). In so doing I argue that our slavish dependence on mechanical time should not
be viewed in isolation from other aspects of higher education. We need to pay attention to all
manner of social and material structures that (together) keep us from developing a deeper
resonance with our tools for learning. In the United Kingdom (UK) educational technology
policy documents (and, by extrapolation, perhaps more global ones too), there has been a
concentrated focus on ‘the use of technology’ to provide a return on investment in recent
decades. This approach repeatedly stresses that in exchange for an eﬃcient use of technol-
ogy, human learning will be enhanced (Hayes and Bartholomew, 2015).
In an analysis of 2.5 million words of UK government policy and university strategy texts
written between 1997 and 2012, through corpus linguistics, I noticed repeated patterns
that embodied a simple economic calculation: in exchange for the use of technology there
will be enhanced forms of learning. Claims followed repeated patterns such as the following:
. . . the use of technology can increase accessibility and ﬂexibility of learning
. . . the use of technology can improve recruitment and retention
. . . the use of technology can enhance their learning and teaching experiences
In each example statement is an expectation of a form of proﬁt from ‘the use of technology’.
It is aﬀorded capability to increase, improve or enhance the particular learning-related topic
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at the end of each of these sentences. To explain the implications of this assumption further,
technology, like any commodity, has ‘value’ which also represents a quantity of human
labour. Marx (1867) distinguishes between ‘use value’ and ‘exchange value’. ‘Use value’
relates to human social necessities, such as teaching or learning, that a technology might
fulﬁl in conjunction with the human labour involved. On the other hand, ‘exchange value’ is
a value that takes the human labour involved for granted, to realise a proﬁt in an economic
market. Policy discourse predicated on ‘exchange value’ provides a means for political eco-
nomic agendas to make simpliﬁed claims in the name of technology, which can, according to
Greener and Perriton (2005), distort the values (including the connections we make across
time) of human learning communities. Development of educational technology has largely
coincided with the development of neoliberal politics (and the marketisation of higher edu-
cation) in advanced industrial countries (Jones, 2014). Whilst neo-liberal politics is not the
main focus of this article, links are drawn with a narrow and dominant language about
educational technology, as always providing an ‘exchange value’ for learning. However, to
claim technology provides an exchange value is one thing, but to infer that technology
actually performs our labour on our behalf, is quite another. In the following examples,
as in those above, we see that again there are expectations of ‘the use of technology’. Now, if
we also pay attention to the verbs – to enhance, to address – we can notice that these actions,
for example ‘to address plagiarism’ or ‘to enhance learning and teaching’, are literally per-
formed by ‘the use of technology’ and no human person is credited.
. . . the use of technology to enhance learning and teaching
. . . the use of technology to address plagiarism
. . . the use of technology to enhance learning, teaching and assessment
. . . the use of technology to address the key challenges facing higher education
This was a common pattern in the large quantity of educational technology policy docu-
ments I analysed. Human agency was repeatedly delegated to objects (expressed as nouns)
rather than to people. Below a similar pattern is replicated and it is the noun: ‘this strategy’
that ‘aims’ and ‘strives’, not the human who wrote it:
This strategy aims to accelerate the mainstreaming of technology-enhanced learning.
This strategy for e-learning strives to use e-learning to enhance the student learning experience.
Humans ‘aim’ and ‘strive’ for things, not technologies, booklets or websites. In policy,
human acts of labour are thus severed textually from the academics who actually perform
them. The connections are broken between us and our tools and techniques in the broadest
sense because this form of writing leaves no space or time to imagine alternative forms of
organisation. This has implications in terms of how we perceive technologies for learning,
across time. There is not scope within this article to demonstrate in detail the speciﬁc lin-
guistic analysis I undertook. For more on this particular methodology of corpus-based CDA
applied to policy discourse please see Hayes (2015) and Hayes and Bartholomew (2015).
The solids help to slow us down
In the remainder of this article I consider why ‘melting the solids’ (Bauman, 2000) of human
form within policy documents is problematic for learning through technology. I then explore
how we might treat our emphasis on pressure from time rather diﬀerently in a networked
learning context. Drawing on literature from STS supports an envisioning of technology as
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‘posthuman’ (Barad, 2003; Badmington, 2003), where people and technologies combine
to form socio-technical systems in which material, ‘solid’ things matter. In an extreme neo-
liberal ‘enframing’ (Heidegger, 1977), people are locked in a state where they may become
simply a resource, reiﬁed to serve as a means to an end. This approach becomes operatio-
nalised in language as people speak and write about humans as if they might be interchanged
like objects, no diﬀerent to any other items that might yield an exchange value. This means
we lose sight of two important truths. Firstly, that humans do not have the capacity to
work without rest like machines. People are vulnerable and need time, both to adjust to, and
input into, change. Secondly, as creative beings, it is our relationship to objects, tools and
social activities that conﬁrm and even realise our individuality in learning situations, because
‘man is aﬃrmed in the objective world’ (Marx, 1970; Matthewman, 2011: 170). To under-
stand all objects as there to extract the maximum quantitative value in the shortest
possible space of time is only to ‘presence’ them as a resource to set ‘to work’ (Heidegger,
1977; Richardson, 2012: 327). As people explain this in a framework of modern intention-
ality they lose something of their own identity (Richardson, 2012: 328). If we are to form a
resistance to a seemingly untenable tempo in academic life and resist simply becoming ‘liquid
assets’ as humans, we need to recall that we now live and work in times where ‘the whole soci-
ety is placed at the disposal of proﬁt’ (Negri, 1989: 79). This means confronting divisive,
alienating practices that break our connections with both current and historical things, and
with each other. This includes even reconsidering the ways in which we write and
speak about the material world around us and the other humans within it. Taking time to
consider what we write, and how we write it, is a powerful way to slow ourselves and others
down. As a technology, the pen (and the digital devices we use to write) are powerful tools.
Instead of writing:
This strategy for e-learning strives to use e-learning to enhance the student learning experience.
I might instead say:
As colleagues who teach in higher education, we are writing this strategy because we hope to
bring new learning experiences to our diverse group of students.
What this second statement does is reintroduce a context that people can relate to. Readers
of the ﬁrst statement ﬁnd themselves in a textual ‘non-place’. Like the transit lounge of an
airport there is little to identify with and we will all move swiftly on. Reading the second
statement we may pause to ask ourselves if we ﬁt into one of the groups mentioned, as a
colleague or a student. We may notice a plurality that suggests there is room to be involved
here, to take time to consider what is being written and what experiences it may lead to.
Consequently, we might reﬂect on whether to input into this process where other humans are
acknowledged, not evicted from the page.
Speed is seductive
Yet, even as confronting language can reveal to us another view on our process-driven lives,
the question to consider next is just how much we really want to change our status quo.
Douglas Kellner, in critical reﬂection on the work of Paul Virilio, discusses how new tech-
nologies provide a substitute reality, a virtual reality that becomes more powerful and
seductive than ordinary reality (Kellner, 1999). Therefore, the acceleration we experience
in virtual spaces, where we encounter instantaneous responses, fulﬁls something in us that
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responds to this. Perhaps this is a form of resonance too, but much faster than the human
eﬀort involved in more obvious forms of physical labour. Why then would we want to
substitute this for a slower reality, where it takes time and eﬀort to develop political solu-
tions? Who needs a political revolution if you have a technological one (Runciman, 2014)?
Over the last decade technology has proved it can be a loyal comrade in arms, with those
who have sought to ﬁght the system in a revolutionary wave of protests and civil wars across
many borders that have become known as the Arab Spring (Howard et al., 2011). Social
media, such as Twitter and Facebook, have spread democratic messages at a speed no
parliaments can match. Although of course this same technology used to share ideas and
tactics also tracks and records our movement and times our activities.
Perhaps increasingly diﬃcult for people now trained for speed, is the prospect of trying to
imagine a slower, yet still eﬀective university that does not just produce endless policy,
but actually allows humans time to read, critique and re-write that policy, to honestly reﬂect
and account for human academic practice. The strange phenomenon of disappearing the
references to humanity in policy about our labour with technology is yet another conspira-
torial aspect of ‘function creep’ (Gregg, 2013), supporting the tyranny of the clock in
our lives. Individuals are required to do more in less time, yet still they struggle to demon-
strate what they have actually produced. This is little wonder if in strategies ‘the use of
technology’ takes credit for their academic labour, but this also oﬀers further scope for
speed. After all if people are omitted, policy is simply describing eﬃcient processes between
‘things’, as in any automated system. Politicians can accelerate the pace, through what is
written on the page. Without humans as ‘solids’ clogging up the policy texts with questions,
emotions and reﬂections, there are really no reasons not to be ‘always on’ (Gregg, 2013).
Statements that have lost their solid references to humans are now even less likely to urge
the ‘neoliberal academic subject: checking, monitoring, downloading’ (Gill, 2009) to look up
and notice that the sun is setting and the working day should be drawing to an end. Yet we
ourselves contribute to liquidising our own labour, through ‘presence bleed’ (Gregg, 2013).
No one forces us to turn on mobile devices to work around the clock and spill our labour
into every space and non-place. There are unwritten expectations that we should try to keep
up, yet not appear to be risking a good work–life balance in the process. Even the buzz of a
new text or the audible ding of a new email arriving has its role to play in this form of
self-control (or lack of it. . .) depending on how these habits are viewed. These sounds
invite an instant response from us. Adrenaline ﬂows on days we feel we have conquered
the rush of text by sending forth our own rush of messages. We act as if we alone bear
responsibility for a system that has become fragmented and accelerated beyond anyone’s
control. Perhaps it is fear that if we pause, we may learn something that signiﬁcantly changes
the tempo.
Resonance
Yet, turning the earth with a spade in your garden, perhaps you recall ﬁnding a more natural
rhythm. Something starts to resonate with you, as you identify with a diﬀerent kind of input
and output of human activity that is not so attuned to the clock. Energy from your body is
fed into the digging process and you notice a timing that is not the same as mechanical time,
because you control it and reﬁne it. Humans simulate this motion constantly in gyms, but
usually as a timed performance on treadmills (with clocks), and so still these physical
activities are squeezed into pockets of automated life. How might it be otherwise? Are we
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somehow missing another perspective on what we currently do that might allow our labour
and learning through technology to resonate more deeply with us?
Firstly, I would argue that we do need to bring the ‘solids’ back. This means actively
writing ourselves and our human presence and labour back into policy. We need to reoccupy
the language. . .before we are gone from it altogether (Hayes and Bartholomew, 2015).
This would be one way to begin to account for our liquid labour that becomes lost in the
calculation of economic exchange value. To slow the ﬂow of unrecognised eﬀort, we need to
ﬁrmly acknowledge in our strategy texts a resonance between humanity and technology that
is not concerned with proﬁt alone. It concerns our co-existence with our tools and our
mutual constitution by them (Mackenzie and Wajcman, 1999).
A commitment to ‘be there’ in the policy
Still though, we have the problem of time urging us to move ever faster towards the future.
We need now to make time for critical thought about why our academic work, supported
by technology, seems to take our time away, instead of liberating us. People who are con-
sumed by the fear of never ‘catching up’ cannot contribute to political change because this
takes time, and they simply do not have it. Yet if academics do not take time to resist
injustice and input into policy to seek reform, they cannot be surprised if their students
accept the status quo. Runciman argues that technology has the power to make politics seem
obsolete (Runciman, 2014). Unfortunately superﬁcial political engagements are not enough
to work towards lasting changes. If people only peddle faster to maintain the status
quo (Rosa, 2013), this may turn out to be a very superﬁcial reality. Therefore, we need to
ask if the status quo we seek to maintain in higher education is now simply another non-
place (Auge´, 1995). If so, what really needs to change is for the academy to recall its
own history and in so doing, question our current reality, and indeed re-assess our hoped-
for futures.
Beyond the tyranny of time
Mark Currie (2007) provides us with three notions of the contemporary that can help to
expand our thinking beyond ideas that the tyranny of time and acceptance of social
acceleration are inevitable. These are helpful concepts to apply to digital media to take us
beyond a simple slavery to time, and resonate more deeply to build connections with phil-
osophy. These are time–space compression, accelerated recontextualisation and archive fever.
Through these ideas we can open new discussions about how we actually experience the pre-
sent in networked learning situations. Although we may write policy discourse in sentences
of orderly signiﬁcance, making claims about things ‘the use of technology’ has achieved, a
much more chaotic co-presence of meanings is all around us (Currie, 2007).
The ﬁrst point about time–space compression was mentioned at the start. Space and time
are now represented diﬀerently through, for example, fast telecommunications and the speed
of jet travel. We experience a simultaneity of being able to move across spaces yet commu-
nicate in diﬀerent time zones. The result is a form of ‘contaminated present’, through the
collapse of temporal distance (Currie, 2007).
The second concept of recontextualisation is a model where the present is understood as
‘the bearer of historical traces’ (Currie, 2007). We now experience very rapid forms of
accelerated recontextualisation, due to technologies that close the gap between original
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styles, for example, and newer versions that are recontextualised. The present both antici-
pates its own past and is experienced, like everything else in the contemporary world, as
the object of a future memory. ‘The process which consigns the present to memory is con-
ducted at inﬁnite speed, since the present commodity is always already in the past’
(Currie, 2007: 11).
This links to the last concept discussed by Currie of archive fever, where the present is
lived as if it were the object of a future memory. Derrida described this as a ‘future orien-
tation’, a mode of anticipation that structures the present. In our highly developed capitalist
society, rather than an event being recorded because it happens, the event happens because
it is recorded. I record a ‘selﬁe’ (a snapshot of myself) in anticipation of its future action, as
something that will make a good story.
What these examples do is help to free our thoughts from the debilitating belief that the
tyranny of time is inevitable and that we are enslaved to it. This is therefore a call for others
to pick up this discussion and see where it takes us in the ﬁeld of educational technology
research for networked learning. We should though remain aware of who, and what,
conspires with time in diﬀerent structural forms to direct (and take credit for) our labour
in modern capitalist society. Technology has in a sense enabled us to ‘converse’ with both
the past as a drama, and future acts that may undo what has gone before. With such
knowledge we can wonder at why we would write policy for educational technology as if
ordered processes take place in linear patterns of time. This only serves to sever connections
(over time) with people and all manner of ‘things’, for communicating in ways that support
one another’s learning. At the very least it raises questions about how we might revisit the
writing of strategy for educational technology.
Let us begin to collectively write the people back in and along with restoring humanity to
these pages, bring compassion and understanding to heal the ‘hidden injuries’ in neoliberal
academia (Gill, 2009). Perhaps at the same time we can reconsider how we support our
students in the non-places of our universities. This is necessary work when many students see
no reason to engage with politics, and technology has taken the place of democratic process.
Universities are now non-places that simply act like transit points and are constantly recon-
stituted within capitalism. We must ensure they are recontextualised too and not severed
from their historical role. Non-places need not be negative, but they should prompt us to
ask: what is the mode of anticipation that structures ‘the present’ for academia? Dare we yet
hope it could lead to a sphere of resonance for networked learning?
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